easi- LINER
WHAT IS IN THE KIT?
Thank you for purchasing the easi-liner
pen. Your kit contains the following items:
• Pen handle
• Stylus (nib/s)
• Cleaning wire
• Wooden cocktail stick.
To prevent damage, we recommend you store the styluses in the cases provided.
NOTES AND ADVICE ON USE
You can use your pen in four different ways:
• Freehand for writing very small print.
• Drawing straight lines using a ruler as a guide.
• Making complex shapes and patterns using a template as a guide.
• Following an edge by attaching a fixed guide to the pen (available separately).
BEFORE YOU START
Have everything you need ready before you start working.
• Paint – For best results use an oil-based modelling paint, such as Humbrol, Revell
or Precision – preferably a new tin.
• A small, fine paintbrush to clean out the pen reservoir.
• A syringe – Handy for blowing thinners through the stylus.
• Cleaning wire – Each stylus has its own cleaning wire. (Handy tip; roll your finger
on the wire to pick it up.)
• An eggcup – half filled with white spirit or cellulose thinners.
• A can of lighter fluid.
• Kitchen roll or tissue.
• A test surface – to practise on and to check the paint is flowing freely.
It’s important for everything to be warm: your work place, the item you are lining and
the paint. Make sure you have good lighting.
PREPARING THE PAINT
• Use paint straight from the tin after stirring well. The viscosity of new fresh paint is
just right.
• To test for correct viscosity dip a toothpick in the paint. The paint should ‘drip’ from
the tip, not run.
• You can add a few drops of lighter fuel to the paint to improve its performance.
This does not thin the paint; it simply reduces its surface tension, allowing the paint
to flow more easily from the pen.
• Lumps will block the stylus, so never use lumpy or old paint.

PUTTING PAINT INTO THE PEN
• First ‘wet’ the inside of the reservoir with a small drop of lighter fluid
or white spirit as this helps the paint to flow.
• Using the toothpick or small paintbrush carefully transfer two or
three drops of paint into the reservoir – a little goes a long way.
• Dab the tip of the stylus on a piece of kitchen roll until the paint is
drawn to the tip and you can see it on the paper.
• Draw the tip of the stylus across your practice surface – when you
are happy with the paint flow, begin your work.

Reservoir

USING THE PEN - PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!
The surface you are about to line must be clean and free of grease. Wipe over with
lighter fluid to prime the surface and allow to dry.
• To start, hold the stylus on your drawing surface.
• The pen must be held at a slight angle to the vertical to allow the paint to flow
between the stylus and the work surface.
• Using a very light pressure, draw the pen across the work surface in a slow and
steady movement. You should get an even straight line! If you don’t:
+ the line has gaps in it – your nib is travelling to fast to allow the paint to come
out of the stylus
+ the paint is thin or the line has no paint in the middle – your stylus is too upright
or you are pressing too hard
+ the line is not even and ‘bleeds’ – your paint is too thin.
If you make a mistake simply clean it off with lighter fluid and start again.
Handy tip: To stop the stylus from drying in the stylus between use, hook it over the
rim of the eggcup containing the white spirit.
CLEANING YOUR PEN
• Remember to clean your pen thoroughly after use and occasionally during use.
• After use pop the stylus into the eggcup of white spirit ready for cleaning.
• To clear the stylus, blow white spirit through using a syringe.
• The fine wire will help unblock the stylus if used carefully.
DRAWING TIPS
• If you are drawing complex shapes, start and stop on straight sections.
• When using the stylus against a template or straight edge, always raise the edge
up a fraction to prevent paint creeping under it. Fix a ruler or template onto the
surface with a few small blobs of Blu-Tack.
• It’s best to leave the paint to dry for 24 hours before applying a second colour to
the same area.
• Your pen will work on a vertical surface or even upside down, so the possibilities
are endless.
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